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Abstract

Community question-answering (CQA) has been established as a prominent web service enabling users to post questions and get answers from the community. Product Question Answering (PQA) is a special CQA framework where questions are asked (and are answered) in the context of a specific product. Naturally, humorous questions are integral part of such platforms, especially as some products attract humor due to their unreasonable price, their peculiar functionality, or in cases that users emphasize their critical point-of-view through humor. Detecting humorous questions in such systems is important for sellers, to better understand user engagement with their products. It is also important to signal users about flippancy of humorous questions, and that answers for such questions should be taken with a grain of salt.

In this study we present a deep-learning framework for detecting humorous questions in PQA systems. Our framework utilizes two properties of the questions – Incongruity and Subjectivity, demonstrating their contribution for humor detection. We evaluate our framework over a real-world dataset, demonstrating an accuracy of 90.8%, up to 18.3% relative improvement over baseline methods. We then demonstrate the existence of product bias in PQA platforms, when some products attract more humorous questions than others. A classifier trained over unbiased data is outperformed by the biased classifier, however, it excels in the task of differentiating between humorous and non-humorous questions that are both related to the same product. To the best of our knowledge this work is the first to detect humor in PQA setting.

CCS Concepts

• Information systems $\rightarrow$ Question answering
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1 Introduction

Community question-answering (CQA) has been established as a prominent web service, enabling users to post questions and get answers from the community. eCommerce websites like Amazon and eBay maintain CQA platforms around products, supporting pre- and post-purchase inquiries. In these product question answering (PQA) platforms, questions and answers are posted in the context of a specific product, thus creating an ad-hoc community of users with common interest around the product. Naturally, a lot of effort is invested in managing content quality in PQA platforms, for example, some questions are boosted as they are relevant to many users, while others, e.g., offensive questions, are often removed.

Humorous questions lie in between; on one hand they engage users that are happy to enjoy some good laugh, but on the other hand, some users may find them confusing and even offending. For example, consider the canned unicorn meat box presented in Figure 1. One humorous question posted with respect to this product is “Is it kosher?” While some people may find it humorous, others may find it rude. Table 1 provides some more examples for products associated with humorous and non-humorous questions.

Humor detection has attracted a lot of research recently, especially with the emergence of deep-learning tools [3, 5, 6]. It has been shown [6, 20, 39] that associating text with context can improve humor classification accuracy significantly. While in some settings the context is unknown, which makes humor detection a challenge [20], PQA has essentially a built-in context – the product details. For example, the question “can it also be used for making coffee?” has a non-humorous intent when asked in the context of a tea pot, and a humorous intent in the context of a Swiss army knife. One of our goals in this work is to learn how the product context can be effectively utilized to improve humor detection in PQA systems.
Table 1: Products associated with humorous and non-humorous questions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Image</th>
<th>Humorous Questions</th>
<th>Non-Humorous Questions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Nintendo Switch | ![Image](https://via.placeholder.com/150) | • Can I use this to hack into the matrix and save humanity?  
• Can I trade one of my kidneys?  
• What if the princess wants to be with Bowser and Mario keeps kidnapping her? | • What do the ports on the side of the console do?  
• How much money will the system cost?  
• How do I know if this is the neon or gray version? |
| Gray Joy-Con | ![Image](https://via.placeholder.com/150) | | |
| Echo Show - 1st Generation | ![Image](https://via.placeholder.com/150) | • Will this help me find the meaning of life?  
• Can Alexa show me my future?  
• Does it cook breakfast? | • Can you see YouTube videos?  
• Can you see your Echo Show camera on the cloud app?  
• Can it connect to music speakers? |
| Black | ![Image](https://via.placeholder.com/150) | | |
| Sovaro Luxury Cooler | ![Image](https://via.placeholder.com/150) | • Will this thing make me fly? It seems due to the price that it has to do something special  
• Which organ should I sell to finance this ice box?  
• Just how insecure do you have to be to buy one? | • Will this fit in the trunk of my Lambo?  
• Where do you plug it in?  
• What is the country of origin? |
| | ![Image](https://via.placeholder.com/150) | | |
| Hutzler 571 Banana Slicer | ![Image](https://via.placeholder.com/150) | • I set it down in my kitchen, my bananas have stopped talking to me. What now?  
• What if the banana bends the other direction?  
• Is there a model for left-handed people? | • Can this be used on cucumbers?  
• Does it only come in yellow?  
• Seriously, though - does this thing really work? |

Previous studies have used unique textual properties for assisting humor detection [39]. One main property is incongruity [2], where humor arises from a surprising or inconsistent situation, opposition, and other forms of apparent contradiction. While in previous work incongruity was detected within context-free sentences [38], detecting it in-context has not yet been tackled. In our framework, we measure incongruity according to the propensity of the question from the product (e.g., “Could Echo cook breakfast?”).

Another useful property for humor detection is subjectivity [16, 37, 39], as reflected by the emotion expressed in the text. For example, the question “Will this Swiss knife make me happy?” expresses subjective suspicion in the product capabilities, as detailed by the manufacturer. Utilizing subjectivity for humor detection has not attracted much attention in deep learning setting. In this work we study how text subjectivity can be utilized in our deep-learning framework.

A major technical challenge in humor detection is domain bias which may happen when a classifier is trained to detect humor in text according to its domain. This may happen when positive and negative examples are sampled from multiple domains with different distributions over the data. Previous studies have either ignored the domain bias, or eliminated it by selecting training examples from the same domain [20, 39]. In the PQA setting, domain bias appears when some products attract more humorous questions than others, consequently, a classifier may be trained to identify such products, rather than identifying humorous questions. The canned unicorn meat box, presented in Figure 1, is a good example for a product that attracts many humorous questions. Other common types of humor-attracting products are adult toys, peculiar and bizarre products, and ridiculously expensive products.

In this work we develop a deep-learning framework for detecting humorous questions in PQA systems, incorporating information gathered from the question and the associated product. Our learning framework integrates two additional informative sources: one captures the incongruity between the question and the product, and the second captures the question’s subjectivity level. We compare the performance of our learning system with several baselines, using a large dataset of product-related humorous questions, collected from a commercial PQA system. In order to eliminate the product bias we experiment with two balanced datasets, both sharing the same set of humorous questions, which are different in the way negative examples are selected. For the biased dataset, negative examples are selected at random from the entire population of questions. For the unbiased dataset, a negative example is selected at random, for each positive question, from the set of non-humorous questions that match the question’s matching product. As expected, a classifier trained over the unbiased dataset, achieves lower accuracy than a classifier trained over the biased dataset. However, the unbiased classifier excels in the task of differentiating between humorous and non-humorous questions that match the same product.

The main contributions of our work are as follows:

- We collected a first-of-a-kind dataset of humorous and non-humorous questions in the PQA domain.
We next review related work in the context of PQA-related tasks, while considering two main humor related properties: Incongruity and Subjectivity.

We demonstrated the existence of product bias in PQA domains, and the necessity of bias elimination for the humor detection task.

We experiment with our classifiers over the biased and unbiased datasets, demonstrating classification accuracy of 90.8% of the biased classifier, and 84.4% of the unbiased one, a relative improvement of 18.3% and 5.4% over baseline methods.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 surveys existing work. Section 3 formalizes our research problem, and describes our learning framework and two additional humor related attributes – incongruity and subjectivity. In Section 4 we present the two datasets used for our experiments, with and without product bias. Section 5 experiments with our humor detection system and compares it with several baselines, and presents potential usage of this work. Finally, Section 6 concludes our work.

2 Related Work

We next review related work in the context of PQA-related tasks, and deep learning methods for humor detection.

2.1 PQA-Related Tasks

PQA introduces new challenges due to the manifestation of questions in the context of a specific product, including product details and product reviews. McAuley and Yang [21], followed by others [28, 35], have predicted the answer for a product question by utilizing product reviews. Other research challenges relate to evaluating answers quality [33] and answer ranking [1, 10, 27], extensively studied in the CQA domain but not yet in PQA. Detecting humorous questions can contribute to such tasks, for example, by considering humor as an additional question attribute that may affect these tasks, as well as ranking the product questions according to their humorous level. Another important service for PQA users is to mark humorous questions, thus alerting users about their flippancy; such questions are not needed to be answered too seriously, or that their answers should be taken with a grain of salt.

2.2 Humor Detection

Yang et al. [39] detected humor in puns and one-liners. Their seminal work introduces the foundations of humor detection that provide the baselines for our study. First, they presented the semantic structures in humorous content including: (a) Incongruity, (b) Ambiguity, (c) Interpersonal effect (including sentiment and subjectivity), and (d) Phonetic style. We further discuss incongruity and subjectivity in the following. For each semantic structure they designed ad-hoc representative features and trained (non-deep) classifiers for humor recognition. They experimented with the four structures mentioned above and found that incongruity outperforms other structures in contributing for humor recognition.

Incongruity has been acknowledged as one of the main techniques for generating humorous text [34]. According to the incongruity theory, as published by Berlyne [2] (who cites Beattie, 1776), “Laughter arises from the view of two or more inconsistent, unsuitable, or incongruous parts or circumstances, considered as united in one complex object or assemblage”. Previous studies offered several approaches to measure incongruity between two pieces of text. For example, Yang et al. [39] calculated the maximum and the minimum distance between word embedding pairs in two pieces of text as a signal for incongruity.

Subjectivity was introduced as another property of humorous text in several studies [16, 37]. In many cases, a subjective opinion, e.g., criticism, is expressed by humor. Karimi and Azadeh [17] detected text subjectivity using two language-models, one trained over objective data while the other over subjective data. Specifically, they used movie reviews as a subjective text, and movie summaries as an objective text. The distances between the text’s language model to the objective and subjective language models were used to determine the subjectivity level. Inspired by this direction, we detect subjectivity in questions by learning a subjective language model from product reviews, and an objective one from product descriptions.

2.3 Domain Bias

Another research challenge introduced by Yang et al. [39] is the existence of domain bias in humor detection. In their study, positive examples were taken from dedicated datasets including puns-of-the-day and one-liners, while negative samples were randomly sampled from other sources, including AP News, New York Times, Yahoo! Answer and Proverb. This raises the question whether their proposed method detects the humor itself or the text’s domain. In order to reduce the domain bias, Yang et al. selected, as negative examples, sentences that are similar to the positive examples. They did it by selecting only sentences whose words are found in the vocabulary of the positive examples, and their length is similar to the length of the positive examples. They did not report on the effect of bias elimination on humor classification.

For some domains, eliminating the domain bias is natural. For example, Lee et al. [20] predicted audience laugh during a TED talk. The negative and the positive examples were taken from the same talk hence there is no (talk) bias. The accuracy of their classifier was only 53%, indicating the difficulty in detecting humor from unbiased training data. Similarly, Bertero and Fung [3], extracted positive and negative humorous examples from one television show script, hence their data does not suffer from a (series) bias. They trained an LSTM-based framework, utilizing previous sentences as context, achieving F1 score of 62.9% and accuracy of 70% in identifying humorous content over a non balanced dataset, however, their model was not tested on other shows.

Recently, additional studies have applied deep learning methods for humor detection. Chen and Lee [5] developed a deep-learning framework for monitoring humor in Ted talks and in puns. They compared orthodox classification methods to a CNN method, showing that CNN outperforms the baselines. Their learning framework, which does not utilize concrete humor features, has reached an accuracy of 58.9% over the Ted dataset [20]. Chen and Soo [6] showed that a CNN classifier, based on the text only, outperforms a classifier that is based on the manually created features proposed by Yang et al. [39]. They experimented with various datasets including pun-of-the-day, one-liners [22] and a Chinese dataset created especially for this task. Weller and Seppi [36] applied a transformer architecture...
to detect humor within Reddit Jokes threads and punch-of-the-day dataset, showing significant improvement over other deep learning methods for humor detection.

2.4 Other Humor Detection-Related Tasks
Several humor-related studies mentioned that humor is not necessarily funny or even aspire to be funny [7, 13]. While humor expresses an objective intention of the question’s author, funny is a subjective interpretation of the reader. Gulas and Weinberger [13] have studied humor in advertising. They pointed out ethnic boundaries that make jokes untranslatable sometimes. Chairo [7] analyzed linguistic and cultural barriers in humor translation, revealing cultural differences that challenge readers to understand humor, or to find it funny.

Sarcasm, a specific type of humor, was detected in several studies. Peled and Reichart [29] created a training dataset using tagged tweets, and applied monolingual machine translation algorithm to alter sarcastic tweets into non-sarcastic ones. Xiong et al. [38] detected sarcasm over context-free sarcastic sentences extracted from social networks such as Reddit and Twitter. They proposed a novel model for incongruity detection based on identifying contradiction between word meanings, using an attention model of word co-occurrences.

De Oliveira and Lainez Rodrigo [8] detected humor over a dataset of Yelp reviews using deep learning methods. They pointed out the need of a humorous dataset with varying humor attributes and varying sources. Potash et al. presented a SemEval dataset [31] for humor detection based on responding tweets, sent as part of the TV show @midnight, in which participants (usually comedians or actors) are requested to post funny tweets with respect to a given topic. The label (how funny a tweet is) was determined based on the tweet’s comments. The dataset was published together with two related tasks: 1) given two tweets, decide who is funnier, and 2) rank a list of tweets according to their humor level. These tasks are similar to the humor-based question ranking task in PQA domains. Miller et al. [25] presented another SemEval dataset for detecting English puns. They focused on context-free humor detection and introduced three subtasks: pun detection, pun location, and pun interpretation.

Hasan et al. [14] presented a multimodal dataset of TED talks consisting of textual, visual, and acoustic features, to detect humorous segments within the talks. They trained a deep learning network to process all features together. They concluded that the context and the punchline are the most important components in text for humor detection. This is correlated with the general understanding about the importance of incongruity for humor detection, as was shown in previous studies, and is also supported by our work of detecting humorous questions in PQA domains.

3 Research Problem and Detection Framework
In this Section we state our research problem—detecting humorous questions in PQA domains. Then, we describe our deep-learning framework for handling this problem.

**Problem statement**: Given a product-related question, detect if it is humorous or not, in the context of its matching product.

3.1 Humor Detection Framework
We describe our humor detection framework and its internal components. We begin with a short review of deep learning methods as they are an integral part of our framework. Then, we describe in details the framework’s different components.

3.1.1 Deep Learning Methods.
In recent years artificial neural networks (ANN) have emerged as popular frameworks for text classification. A Convolution Neural Network (CNN) is an ANN that includes a convolution layer with nonlinear activation functions [18]. The input to a CNN network is an embedding layer, typically using a pre-trained embedding framework such as Glove [30], or Fasttext [23]. The output of the CNN can be converted by a softmax function into a distribution over the predicted classes. A Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) is another type of ANN [24]. Unlike feed-forward neural networks RNNs store an internal memory to process a sequence of inputs. An LSTM network is an RNN that is based on LSTM units [15]. Its main advantage over classic RNN is that an LSTM network tackles the vanishing or exploding gradient problem in a sequence of text due to the LSTM unit properties.

3.1.2 Framework Components.
A sketch of our framework is presented in Figure 2. The input for the framework is a question and a product title, and the output is the humor detection flag. Our framework includes two pre-trained modules that capture incongruity and subjectivity as these were recognized, by previous work, as major indicators for humor in text. In addition to these modules, the framework includes two representation models, denoted by Q-Rep and T-Rep, that capture features from the question and the associated product title, and a final classifier that processes the output of all other components.

The product title is fed into the T-Rep model and into the incongruity module. The question is fed into Q-Rep model, into the incongruity module, and into the subjectivity module. The outputs of the different modules are then concatenated together into a single vector, including the deep embedding vectors from representation models (T-Rep and Q-Rep), the output vector from the subjectivity module, and the incongruity module score. This final vector is then provided as an input to a fully connected layer which outputs the humorous decision.

The incongruity and subjectivity modules are trained on auxiliary datasets, and their internal weights are kept fixed during the humor detection training phase. In contrast, the T-Rep and Q-Rep models, and the final layer, are trained during the training phase of the humor detection network.

**T-Rep and Q-Rep.** In order to represent the product title and the question in our model, we attach an LSTM (or CNN) network that captures their inner features. The deep embedding vector, i.e., the last hidden layer of LSTM, or the flatten layer of CNN, is used as their vector representation.

3.1.3 Incongruity.
As detailed in the Section 2, incongruity describes a situation where humor arises from inconsistent, unsuitable or incongruous parts of the situation [2, 34]. In our case, incongruity refers to discrepancy of a question from its matching product. A question that is more probable to appear together with the product (with low incongruity) is less likely to be humorous, while
in contrast, implausible association (high incongruity) indicates humorous intention. For example, the association between cleaning the dishes with a dish washer is probable, while association between cleaning dishes and a computer is unlikely.

A common approach to capture probable appearance of two pieces of texts is by using a Siamese network [26]. Technically, A Siamese model shares the weights of two LSTM networks, and by doing so, it enforces the same representative features for both input texts. The training process applies a loss function bringing closer similar texts and distancing dissimilar ones. In our case, the network gets as input a (question, product title) pair, and feeds them simultaneously into two copies of the same LSTM network, enforcing similar representations for positive example pairs, and dissimilar representations for negative example pairs.

Once the network is optimized, its weights are fixed and the model is used 'as-is' by the overall framework. Figure 3 presents our LSTM-based incongruity network: 

$$\text{loss}(q, t) = \exp(-||h_q, h_t||_1)$$.

To train the incongruity network, we extract 100K random (product title, question) pairs from the general PQA corpus as positive examples, since most questions are plausible for their matching product. 100K Negative examples are collected by mixing (randomly selected) questions and products, creating artificial improbable (product, question) pairs that are unlikely to appear together. Table 2 reveals some examples for questions identified by the trained network as having high incongruity with respect to their matching product.

3.1.4 Subjectivity. Humorous textual content usually expresses an interpersonal effect [39] like sentiment or subjective opinion. Consider the question from Table 1, "Will this thing make me fly? It seems due to the price that it has to do something special". This question was asked in the context of a luxury cooler. The asker clearly expresses a negative sentiment about the product price.

Figure 2: Humor Detection Framework

Figure 3: Incongruity network

Table 2: Examples for questions identified as having high incongruity with respect to their matching product.
this thing make me fly?") or negative ("this poor item will make you cry!"). We therefore abandon the sentiment polarity signal and focused on subjectivity.

Following previous studies on the role of subjectivity for humor detection [16, 39], we assume that humorous questions tend to be subjective, while non-humorous questions are more likely to represent an objective point-of-view. Inspired by Karimi et al. [17], we used product reviews as examples for subjective text and product descriptions as examples for objective text. We trained an LSTM network based on a randomly curated set of 20K product reviews and a same number of product descriptions. During inference time, the subjectivity network takes as an input the question’s embedded terms and outputs the final LSTM hidden vector as a subjectivity feature for the overall framework. This module can be used to detect humor directly, independently of the rest of the framework, by training a classifier that gets as input the subjectivity vector and outputs a humor flag (for more details see Section 5.4). Table 3 shows some questions identified by this network as highly subjective.

Table 3: Examples for questions identified as highly subjective.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subjective Questions</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Is this glue strong enough to hold my parents marriage together?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Will this [product] make me happy and take away all my problems back?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- If Harambe [the Gorila] had slept on this [product] would he still be alive?</td>
<td>Asking because I’m an angry man.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4 Dataset

Our evaluation framework is based on two novel datasets of product related humorous questions, associated with their matching product titles. The two datasets, created especially for this work, share the same positive humorous questions and differ with respect to the negative non-humorous examples. We next describe the humorous questions annotation process, and provide some general dataset statistics.

4.1 Data Collection

Our data is based on a large set of humorous questions extracted from a commercial PQA system. We re-validated the humor of these questions using human annotators. An example of the annotation task page is presented in Figure 4. Annotators were presented with a question and the associated product title and image, and were asked to classify whether the question is humorous. Annotations were done using the Figure-Eight framework, each question was judged by at least three and up to seven annotators, until reaching an agreement level of at least 70%. Agreement level per question is measured by the portion of annotators who agreed on the label. The high agreement level among annotators (Fleiss’ kappa [11] of 0.67 among the first three annotators who judged the question independently, and an average agreement level of 89.5% among all annotators) reveals that people tend to highly agree whether a question is humorous or not.

4.2 Unbiasing the data

Previous studies have shown that it is important to select both positive and negative examples from the same domain, otherwise, classifiers are prone to detect the domain rather than the humor itself [3, 20, 39]. In PQA systems, domain bias exists since some products attract more humorous questions than others. We denote this bias as product bias. For example, we found the bizarre canned unicorn meat box, presented in Figure 1, to be associated with many humorous questions, probably due to its peculiar nature. The specific setting of PQA enables us to eliminate the product bias by selecting the training instances, both humorous and non humorous questions, from the same product. For example, the Nintendo Switch presented in Table 1 is associated with both humorous (e.g., “will the switch cure cancer?”) and non-humorous questions (“how much money will the system cost?”).

To examine the product bias effect on humor detection we created two balanced datasets (equal amount of humorous and non-humorous questions). Both datasets contain the full set of humorous questions as positive examples. They differ in the way negative examples were collected.

The first, biased dataset, consists of the same number of humorous and non-humorous questions. The non-humorous questions were selected at random from the entire population of product questions.

For the second, unbiased dataset, for each humorous question, we randomly selected a non-humorous question that matches the same product. This reduces product bias since the same subset of humor attracting products is covered by both positive and negative example sets, hence it has a similar effect on both. This is in contrast to the biased dataset, where the number of humor-attracting products which are covered by the positive set, is larger than those covered by the negative set. In both datasets, we validated the non-humorous of the negative examples by manual annotations.

4.3 Data Analysis

Table 4 presents the number of questions and the covered products in each dataset. The datasets consist of the same number of questions, 19,142, since they share the same set of humorous questions and each holds the same number of non-humorous questions. Both datasets were split to train, validation, and test sets, consisting of
60%, 20% and 20% of the questions respectively. There is no intersection of products between the splits, that is, no product appears in more than one split.

The overall number of covered products by the biased dataset, 12,701, is more than twice than those covered by the unbiased dataset, 6,020, as for each humorous question in the biased dataset another question is selected randomly from the whole question population. When counting the number of humorous questions per product, 84.8% of the products are associated with a single humorous question, 6.44%, 3.19% and 2.53% are associated with two, three and four questions. Only 3.04% of the products are associated with five or more questions. Note that this does not apply to the distribution of humorous questions in the overall corpus but only displays the distribution in our datasets.

### Table 4: unbiased and biased datasets statistics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>All</th>
<th>Train</th>
<th>Validation</th>
<th>Test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>biased</td>
<td># of questions</td>
<td>19142</td>
<td>11484</td>
<td>3828</td>
<td>3830</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td># of products</td>
<td>12701</td>
<td>6821</td>
<td>2912</td>
<td>2968</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unbiased</td>
<td># of questions</td>
<td>19142</td>
<td>11484</td>
<td>3828</td>
<td>3830</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td># of products</td>
<td>6020</td>
<td>2671</td>
<td>1583</td>
<td>1766</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5 shows the (normalized) distributions of humorous and non-humorous questions across product categories in our data. It is clear that the distribution of humorous questions differs significantly from the non-humorous questions distribution. In particular, frequent categories in our data (e.g., 'pc', 'electronics', 'wireless') do not contribute many humorous questions. As can be expected, many humorous questions come from the 'toy' category which include adult toys.

5 Evaluation

The humor detection evaluation framework was utilized to answer the following research questions:

- What is the performance of the overall humor detection framework?
- What is the impact of product bias on system performance?
- What is the performance of the sub-tasks (incongruity and subjectivity) and their contribution to the overall framework performance?

In order to answer these questions, we conduct the following experiments. First, we quantify the effect of the product bias. Then we evaluate the overall performance of the framework, by comparing it to baseline methods. We conduct an ablation test, using different configurations of our classifier, to estimate the contribution of incongruity and subjectivity. Finally, we evaluate independently the performance of the incongruity and subjectivity modules.

5.1 Methods

#### Baseline Methods. We consider the following baseline methods for humor detection:

- **Basic Deep learning Classifiers.** LSTM [15] and CNN [19] considering only question’s text, denoted as LSTMQ and CNNQ. CNN effectiveness was proven for humor detection by [6] and it outperforms decision trees as shown by [39].

#### Proposed Methods. We consider the following novel methods:

- **Question and Product Title.** Denoted by LSTMQ+T and CNNQ+T. These are LSTM and CNN networks that take as input the concatenation of Q-Rep and T-Rep, the representations of the question text and the product title.
- **With incongruity.** Consider T-Rep and Q-Rep, jointly with the incongruity score. Denoted by LSTM INCQ+T and CNN INCQ+T.
- **With subjectivity.** Consider T-Rep and Q-Rep, jointly with the subjectivity embedding vector. Denoted by LSTM SUBQ+T and CNN SUBQ+T.
- **Complete Framework.** Consider T-Rep and Q-Rep, jointly with the incongruity score and the subjectivity embedding vector. Denoted by LSTM INC SUBQ+T and CNN INC SUBQ+T.

In all the modules of our framework (T-Rep, Q-Rep, incongruity and subjectivity) the raw text is converted into embedding using a Wikipedia based, Fasttext pre-trained embedding [23]. We used an embedding dimension of 300 and preserved only the top 10K most frequent words. We trained CNN using kernel size of 3 (tri-grams). Hyper parameter tuning adjusted the filters (a sliding window over the network input) considering windows of size 32, 64 and 128. LSTM was optimized considering 32, 64 and 128 hidden states. All the models were trained over EC2 G3 8x-large instances6 consisting of 2 GPU units, each assigned with 8 GB of memory. Code was written in Python using the Keras package7.

5.2 Product Bias Effect

To demonstrate the product bias, we examine the ability to identify a humorous question based only on the product title. In order to do so, we trained a deep learning network (CNN and LSTM) replacing each question with its matching product’s title. If no bias exists, title should not imply any signal and classification should demonstrate (close to) random performance. However, if the title does convey a signal, the network should learn how to use it for humor detection.

In the unbiased dataset, after replacing questions with titles, each title appears the same number of times – half of the times marked as humorous and half of the times as non-humorous. As expected, prediction accuracy of the trained models was exactly 50%.

The bias was revealed while using the biased dataset, where questions were replaced with titles as done before. Since there is negligible overlap at the product level, each title is associated either with a humorous or with a non-humorous label. The accuracy of the LSTM model over this dataset was 73.99 and the accuracy of the CNN model was 72.25. It can be clearly seen that the models manage to learn (to some extent) the humorous label using only product title, which implies that titles do convey a signal. Note that we could measure the bias since we had the product context in hand, which is unavailable when humor is detected over context-free text (e.g., a single sentence). To the best of our knowledge, this is the...

---

6https://aws.amazon.com/ec2/instance-types/g3/
7https://keras.io/
first time product bias is explicitly quantified in the literature, in the context of humor detection.

5.3 Methods Performance

Table 5 presents classification accuracy of all methods over the two datasets. As expected, the results reveal that the unbiased dataset provides a harder-to-learn setting. The performance of the baseline methods confirms that deep networks outperform orthodox classification methods [6].

The complete framework reduces the error with respect to the best baseline method in both datasets. In the biased dataset relative error is reduced by \(-18.3\%\) (90.76\% vs 88.69\%) and in the unbiased dataset by \(-5.4\%\) (84.41\% vs 83.52\%). The difference was found to be statistically significant by McNemar’s test, compared to the strongest baseline in each dataset (i.e., LSTM\(_Q\) for the unbiased dataset and CNN\(_Q\) for the biased dataset).

In order to study the contribution of the different framework components, we used partial configurations as presented in Table 5. For the biased dataset, using Q-Rep and T-Rep only (without incongruity and subjectivity) has a positive effect on performance, compared to the baselines. Adding incongruity and subjectivity independently, further improved the performance. In comparison, the effect of each module is marginal over the unbiased dataset, while their overall integration contributes 5.4\% in relative error reduction.

5.4 Subtasks Evaluation.

We evaluate the independent performance of the incongruity and subjectivity modules over the two datasets. Since both modules were trained as auxiliary modules, we evaluated their humor detection capability independently from the entire framework.

The input of the subjectivity module is a question text, while the input of the incongruity module is a pair of a question and its matching product title. The output is the subjectivity vector, and the incongruity score, respectively. To evaluate the performance of the subjectivity module, we appended a dense layer on top of the module, which receives the subjectivity vector as input, and takes a humor decision. For incongruity, we learned a threshold-based decision rule on the module’s incongruity score, marking a question as humorous when the score is below 0.5. Evaluation was done by comparing each module’s prediction with the humorous annotated label.

The accuracy results are depicted in Table 6. The subjectivity module presents a relatively good performance over the two datasets, supporting the assumption that it is a good indicative for humor detection. Incongruity also performs reasonably well, though a bit weaker. A difference in performance can be detected in favor of the biased dataset, probably due to the product bias.

Table 6: Accuracy of the incongruity and subjectivity modules for the humor detection task.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subtask</th>
<th>unbiased</th>
<th>biased</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Subjectivity</td>
<td>63.2</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incongruity</td>
<td>54.25</td>
<td>60.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.4.1 Deeper analysis. In order to better understand these results we deep dive into both modules. We calculated the average subjectivity score (the output of the dense layer on top of the subjectivity
network), for several sets: humorous questions, with average subjectivity score of 0.36, non-humorous from the unbiased dataset, with a score of 0.29 and non-humorous from the biased dataset, with score of 0.31. The higher average subjectivity score of humorous questions attests our assumption that humorous questions are more subjective than non-humorous questions.

We further investigate the humor detection performance of the incongruity module. When incongruity score is fed to the overall humor detection system as a feature (Table 5), or independently (Table 6), it is less effective in the unbiased setting compared to the biased one. To further explore the reasons for this gap, we fed (question, product title) pairs from both datasets into the incongruity network, to predict how probable the question is with respect to its product. Since all pairs in our datasets originally appear together in the PQA system, their incongruity label is negative\(^6\). Therefore, we calculate recall for each label, i.e., measuring the portion of humorous questions that were correctly classified, and similarly for non-humorous questions. Results are presented in Table 7.

Table 7: Recall of incongruity module over the two datasets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Label</th>
<th>unbiased</th>
<th>biased</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Humorous</td>
<td>52.3</td>
<td>52.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Humorous</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>71.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In both datasets, we see that the humorous examples are less probable (hence with higher incongruity) compared to the non-humorous examples, in agreement with our hypothesis. We also see that non-humorous examples in the unbiased dataset are less probable than non-humorous questions in the biased dataset. This may be explained because any non-humorous question in the unbiased dataset, matches a product attached with at least one humorous question, hence, it is likely that many of these products are humor-attracting. For such a humor-attracting product, some matching questions may be incongruous, including non-humorous ones. For example, the non-humorous question “Is this stuff safe to spray directly on your skin?” has high incongruity with its peculiar product ‘Pheromones for man — attract women’.

Moreover, we can further see that the gap in performance between non-humorous and humorous examples in the biased dataset (19.5%) is higher than in the unbiased dataset (12.7%); this difference explains the better performance of incongruity over the biased dataset because of the better differentiation between humorous and non-humorous examples in this setting.

5.5 Usage

We consider two use-cases where humor detection can be applied in PQA systems. In the first use-case, we are given a question selected at random from the whole corpus. This can represent, for example, humor detection of a new question upon its publication. In the second use-case, we are given a product and need to classify (or rank) its questions with respect to their humor. This can represent, for example, a use-case of identifying humor-attracting products.

These two use-cases can be served by two different classifiers, one is optimized over the biased dataset and the other is optimized over the unbiased dataset, denoted by biasedQClassifier and unbiasedQClassifier respectively. The biasedQClassifier is optimized to detect humorous questions while utilizing the product bias while unbiasedQClassifier is optimized to detect humorous questions when product bias is eliminated.

In order to verify that indeed each classifier was optimized for its own use-case, we measured the accuracy of each classifier over the test set of the other dataset. Results are presented in Table 8. It can be seen that the biasedQClassifier outperforms unbiasedQClassifier on the biased dataset, showing that it indeed utilizes the bias to improve detection. Similarly, unbiasedQClassifier outperforms biasedQClassifier over the unbiased dataset, showing that unbiasedQClassifier detects humorous in absence of product bias.

Table 8: Classifiers accuracy over the two datasets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>unbiasedQClassifier</th>
<th>biasedQClassifier</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>biased</td>
<td>82.85</td>
<td>90.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unbiased</td>
<td>84.41</td>
<td>76.21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6 Conclusion

In this study we presented a deep-learning framework for detecting humorous questions in PQA systems. This detection is beneficial due the popularity of such questions among customers, hence, by boosting them on the products’ detail pages we can expect a better user engagement. Our framework considers information from the question and the product title and integrates it with two pre-trained auxiliary modules: incongruity and subjectivity.

The second challenge studied in this work deals with product bias in PQA data. Experiments reveal that we reach an accuracy of 90.76% and 84.41% over the datasets, with and without the bias respectively. This is an improvement of 18.3% and 5.4% in relative error reduction over baseline methods described in previous studies. We also experimented with two classifiers, each trained independently over one of the datasets. Each of the classifiers can be used in a different use case, therefore, both are required in different scenarios.

Our study shows that product bias is derived from the product’s own characteristics, and is typically related to peculiar and bizarre products, such as adult toys, highly expensive products, and products with unexpected functionality. Detecting products that attract humorous questions is an interesting research challenge which we leave for future work.

While the humor detection accuracy of our classifier exceeds 90% over the biased data, there is still a lot of room for improvement. One direction is to investigate humor detection in bias-free data, where detection accuracy is relatively lower. Another direction is studying humor detection in real-world setting, over non-balanced data, where the prevalence of humorous questions is much smaller than non-humorous ones.

Another potential direction is applying external knowledge for better understanding the question’s context. Consider, for example,